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...is treating their customers who don’t wear masks like second class citizens. You are
prevented from entering the building and forced to stand outside like DOGS while the

teller comes out to handle your private monetary transactions!

Never in Kelowna’s history have human beings been discriminated against like this.

This deplorable treatment of customers will forever tarnish this bank’s customer service reputation for
months and years to come. While the provincial and federal economy continues to spiral down into the

pits of communism, ISCU will go down in history as a bank that helped facilitate the economic
meltdown instead of putting its employees and customers first.

ISCU claims to be following Bonnie Henry’s Orders (which are not law and subject to the
Constitution). These orders clearly violate the Charter of Rights & Freedoms AND the Constitution. 

Bonnie Henry has clearly STATED the following:

1. “There’s no real science behind it” & “None of this, really, is based on science”

2. Masks don’t provide protection for healthy people: https://bit.ly/3nxE6Ve 

3. In 2015, under oath, in a Court of Law, that masks are ineffective: https://bit.ly/3n2KeUx 

4. She admitted to ordering the wearing of masks under pressure by insurance companies, not for 
people’s health. In doing so, she violated s.66(1) of the Public Health Act.

5. Completely contradicts herself on the mask advice: https://bit.ly/3v7J0ek 

There is ZERO evidence to back up the use of masks to prevent the transmission of disease. As a matter
of fact, the exact opposite has been proven to be true: https://action4canada.com/masks/ 

1. Prolonged use of masks kills thousands of brain cells due to lack of oxygen to the brain.

2. The concentration of toxins accumulating inside the mouth leads to a variety of dental issues 
including gum disease, tooth decay, bad breath, not to mention headaches & facial rashes.

3. The re-inhalation of Carbon Dioxide has caused thousands of people to develop Upper 
Respiratory Bacterial Infections. Masks increase C02 to 5 times allowable limits.

4. Poisonous fibres in the masks are inhaled, causing the accumulation of toxins.

5. Wearing a mask to stop a virus is like putting up a chain-link fence to stop a mosquito from 
getting through.

https://bit.ly/3nxE6Ve
https://action4canada.com/masks/
https://bit.ly/3v7J0ek
https://bit.ly/3n2KeUx


So what is the Promotion of Mask-Wearing all about?

The wearing of the muzzle indicates your willingness to SHUT UP and OBEY, no matter what the
cost. It is often used in sadism and masochism and suggests the bowing down to demons in the
spiritual realm. It has been used in the slavery trade as a sign of visual submission to authority.

Whether or not I am a customer of this banking establishment, I am appalled to see that you have
chosen to ignore the health and democratic rights of your employees and customers. This is a serious

blight on your financial institution and I strongly urge you to reconsider before the damage being done
is irreversible.

How safe is your money at a bank where all the customers look like BANK ROBBERS?!?!
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